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Abstract

Being our most preferred and natural modality of communication, speech is an extremely complicated process that has to be studied with an inter-disciplinary perspective. From signal processing points of view, we are interested in the unique properties of acoustic speech signals and try to understand how these properties contribute to effective communication from the speaker to the listener. Speech and language research has many applications, which cover the entire speech communication pathway. For examples, automatic speech recognition, speaker recognition and language identification aim at retrieving information embedded in speech signals. Speech synthesis and speech coding facilitate efficient transmission and accurate delivery of speech information. Speech enhancement and speech separation address various problems due to imperfect transmission channel. In this seminar, we will give an overview of the research activities at the DSP & Speech Technology Laboratory (DSP-STL), the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK). Our research is highly inter-disciplinary and emphasizes on the exploitation of prior knowledge. The research areas include spoken language systems, speech source separation and speech enhancement, and audio information retrieval. The major problems and challenges in the research will be discussed. A few of our recent projects will be described in detail.
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